Chapter 2
Data Link Control Protocols

2.1. OVERVIEW

Data Link Control (DLC) protocols provide functions of frame, multiple access, content, and dialog synchronization for communication using a physical link. Except for start-stop protocols, bit synchronism is assumed to be provided separately by hardware devices (modems, transceivers, etc.) that implement the physical layer function.

DLC protocols fall into two main categories: character-oriented protocols and bit-oriented protocols. In character-oriented protocols, all control and data information are exchanged in the form of characters chosen from a character code set (e.g., ASCII and EBCDIC). A popular example is IBM's BSC [IBM 70] which is akin to the ANSI X3.28 protocol standard [ANSI 75]. Bit-oriented protocols do not depend upon the use of any character code set. Bit-oriented protocols include HDLC which is a standard of ISO ([ISO 78, ISO 79a, ISO 79b, ISO 80a, ISO 80b]), ADCCP which is a standard of ANSI [ANSI 79] and IBM's SDLC [IBM 75]. All three protocols are essentially the same with only minor differences among them. The two protocol standards evolved out of IBM's submissions to the respective standards organizations. Some additional functions have been defined for HDLC and ADCCP, which were not available in the version of SDLC described in [IBM 75].

In [LAM 83], reprinted below, a brief introduction to start-stop protocols is first given. The BSC and SDLC protocols are then described in some detail; additional functional capabilities in HDLC and ADCCP are summarized. (SDLC was described instead of one of the protocol standards because this article was first written in 1979 when the protocol standards documents were not generally available.) Various computer manufacturers have also proposed similar bit-oriented DLC protocols, including DDCMP of Digital Equipment Corporation. An excellent description of DDCMP may be found in [MCNA 77].

We give some additional comments on the functions of frame, multiple access, content, and dialog synchronization and how they are implemented in different protocols.

2.2. FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION

There are two basic techniques for identifying frame boundaries. Character-oriented protocols use special control characters to do so. However, sending transparent data in such protocols requires character insertion/deletion operations. Bit-oriented protocols use a special sequence of 8 bits, 01111110 (called a flag), for marking frame boundaries. To render flags unique, bit insertion/deletion operations have to be performed (by hardware). The reader is referred to [LAM 83] for more details. The DDCMP protocol is a bit-oriented protocol, but it uses a third approach. The beginning of a frame is marked by two or more SYN characters (like character-oriented protocols), while the end of a frame is indicated by a byte count in the frame header.

Most DLC protocols use the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) method for error detection, except for start-stop protocols and some implementations of character-oriented protocols. A description of algorithms for CRC code generation and error detection can be found in Chapter 13 of [MCNA 77]. Note that a modified version of these algorithms is specified for HDLC (see the appendix of [ISO 79a]). The modification is intended to detect flags missing from between two consecutive frames.
2.3. MULTIPLE ACCESS SYNCHRONIZATION

For both classes of protocols considered above, very simple protocols (such as polling) are used for multiple access, or no protocol is necessary because each sender has its own dedicated channel. Much more sophisticated protocols are employed when the data link is actually a local area network (see Chapter 4). The subject of multiple access protocols is covered in Chapter 3.

2.4. CONTENT AND DIALOG SYNCHRONIZATION

In character-oriented protocols, the separation of control and data information is done by the use of different subsets of characters in the character code set. In bit-oriented protocols, the separation is done by positional significance; i.e., they reside in different fields within a frame.

Error control is provided by an automatic repeat request (ARQ) technique in all protocols mentioned above. In an ARQ protocol, the sender keeps a copy of a transmitted data unit. The copy is discarded upon receipt of an acknowledgement from the receiver. If no acknowledgement has been received within a timeout period, the data unit is retransmitted. There are two main categories of ARQ protocols: (1) stop-and-wait protocols, in which only one data unit can be in transit and awaiting acknowledgement at any time and (2) window protocols, in which up to $N$ data units can be in transit and be awaiting acknowledgement. Two retransmission strategies can be used for window protocols. First, when the timer of a specific data unit awaiting acknowledgement has expired, only that particular data unit is retransmitted (selective repeat strategy). Second, the data unit whose timer has expired and all data units transmitted subsequent to it are retransmitted (sometimes referred to as the go-back-$N$ strategy). Both classes of ARQ protocols, if implemented correctly, can also provide in-sequence delivery of data units, given certain assumptions about the behavior of the communication channels (such as finite lifetimes for data units in transit).

Window protocols that permit multiple data units to be in transit are necessary for the efficient utilization of data links that have either relatively long transit delays or high transmission rates, or both [BURT 72].

The protocol standards manuals describe protocol architectures, not their implementations. They typically define precisely low-level functions such as error detection and frame synchronization, frame formats, and the encoding of control messages. The meanings of control messages are given only informal descriptions and are illustrated with example sequences of message exchanges. Such specifications leave many options to be decided by protocol implementors. In particular, one can choose from a variety of data link configurations and operational modes and from different subsets of control messages instead of the entire set defined. Thus it is not easy for independent implementations of such DLC protocols to be compatible. Even if they assume the same configuration and message subset, the exact procedures for implementing the functions of data transfer and connection management may be different.

Lastly, like any distributed program, it is very hard to verify a DLC protocol to be correct. The subject of protocol specification and verification is covered in Chapter 7. In [SHAN 83a], reprinted below, a version of the HDLC protocol with the Asynchronous Balanced Mode is shown. This particular protocol has been verified to have desirable correctness properties for both data transfer and connection management [SHAN 83b]. A simple version of the BSC protocol implementing data transfer and connection management functions can be found in [CHOW 83]. This protocol is guaranteed to have certain correctness properties (freedom from deadlocks and unspecified receptions, and boundedness) by the construction methodology employed therein.
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